SWEDISH YOUTH OF FINLAND – MUNICIPAL
ELECTIONS 2021 MANIFESTO
You are now holding Swedish Youth of Finland’s Municipal Election manifesto in your hand. In this manifesto we present the three themes which Swedish Youth of Finland wants to work for in our municipalities. Our politics are
based on a Social-Liberal ideology, in which each individual’s free choices
are in focus. We believe in all peoples equal worth, and want to build a society in which everyone is given equal opportunities to realise their dreams. If
you want to know more about our politics you can find our political program
on our homepage su.fi, or you can be in contact with any of our candidates.

We want to see municipalities and cities in which everyone’s voices are heard.
We want to see that everyone has an equal right to development, and to create
their own conditions. Municipal services should be offered close to home, in both
Finnish and Swedish. The municipalities should invest in environmental, social,
and economic sustainability, and more climate-smart solutions. We do not want
to see increased taxation on work. We want to see municipalities which create a
fair future for coming generations.

By giving your vote to Swedish Youth of Finland, you
support a reliable candidate who wants to represent
your opinions in your municipality.

MUNICIPAL ELECTIONS

A SECURE EDUCATION
According to Swedish Youth of Finland, education and research is the key to both the individual’s
and Finland’s success. Our education guarantees all children an equal start in life. We want all
children to have the right to daycare. Daycare should be offered near the child’s home and in their
own mother-tongue.
In school, all children must be seen and heard. There must be safe adults in the school and children
with special needs must always receive the help they need. Meanwhile, education should be adapted so that all students can develop in school. The elementary education should continue to build the
base for a good general education.
After elementary school all students should have the opportunity to apply for a secondary education of their choice, but it should not be compulsory. Digital tools should be used as a complement
in education. Everyone should have a legitimate opportunity to apply to an institution of higher
education after secondary education.
Healthcare for pupils and students should be easily accessible and work preventively. All pupils
and students must have access to low-threshold mental health services. The collaboration between
social care and school must be strengthened.
In the municipalities Swedish Youth of Finland wants to work for:
THAT education in Swedish in Finland is secured at all levels
THAT the subjective right to daycare is preserved
THAT the groups in early childhood education are not too large
THAT there is enough qualified staff in early childhood education
THAT education at all levels is equal and free from gender norms
THAT the teaching of the second national language begins in the first year of elementary school
THAT cooperation over language barriers is promoted
THAT there is zero tolerance for discrimination, racism, bullying and sexual harassment at all levels
of education, and that the school takes strong action against these
THAT there are enough counselors, school psychologists, and other support staff at all levels of
education
THAT all pupils and students are given legitimate opportunities to influence their surroundings
THAT Youth Councils are guaranteed the right to attend and express opinions in municipal committees, councils and to the municipal board.
THAT municipalities work to increase young people’s turnout in elections
THAT the elementary school and upper-secondary education is accessible and free of charge for
everyone
THAT face-to-face teaching in vocational education is increased, and its quality is ensured
THAT all children and young people are guaranteed a hobby which they enjoy, and that they have
the opportunity to influence the range of hobbies in their own municipality. The range of hobbies
should be versatile, and include all kinds of activities from sports to culture
THAT all public spaces in the municipality are healthy and used efficiently

A SUSTAINABLE FINLAND
Swedish Youth of Finland wants sustainability to be the base for how our society is structured. It is increasingly important to fight the current climate- and environmental crisis on both a local, national and
international level. Sustainable municipalities are essential for reaching the goals of reduced emissions
that we have agreed upon in the Paris agreement.
Finland is a country with a vast countryside and concentrated urban areas. Rural and urban areas
should not compete with each other, but rather co-exist and cooperate. The infrastructure should be
adapted to Finland’s various living conditions. Our primary sector, and a responsible use of natural
resources, is essential for a viable countryside.
In urban areas public transport should always be well developed, and prioritized over private transport.
City planning should support business and a dynamic urban environment by creating capacity for
public transport, densely populated buildings and more green spaces.
We want to keep developing a viable countryside, where it continues to be possible to get the services
you need close to home. Healthcare and schools should always be located at a reasonable distance,
and healthcare- and school busses may be offered as a complement.
In the municipalities Swedish Youth of Finland wants to work for:
THAT every municipality in Finland is climate neutral by the year 2030
THAT public transport is further developed in densely populated areas and more park-and-ride areas
are established
THAT all students have the right to a student discount on public transport, regardless of place of
residence
THAT investments are made in the automation of public transport
THAT the trunk roads get more resources for maintenance
THAT the safety, quality and maintenance of pedestrian and bicycle paths are improved
THAT more small and affordable housing is built in the Helsinki-region, and that municipalities with
universities guarantee enough affordable student housing
THAT regulations which prevent dense housing are abolished
THAT more green spaces are created in cities, and that the existing ones are looked after
THAT sorting- and eco-points are guaranteed throughout Finland, and that municipalities extract
biogas at their waste facilities
THAT municipalities source locally produced food for their public kitchens
THAT the right to deduct costs for travel between home and work is preserved, and that it encourages
travel by public transport
THAT climate and environmental impact play a greater role in local and regional decision-making,
such as in land-use planning and construction
THAT municipalities promote investments in the renewable and emission-neutral energy sector
THAT municipalities take an active role in protecting biological diversity in accordance with the UN
Convention on Biological Diversity
THAT municipalities support farmers and foresters in their work against climate change
THAT the areal needs of agriculture are taken into account when planning residential areas
THAT our forests continue to grow more than the annual harvest
THAT we increase the number of outdoor areas and sport venues for recreational use and that their
maintenance is improved
THAT urban planning counteracts social exclusion

MUNICIPAL ELECTIONS

THE MOST WORK-FRIENDLY MUNICIPALITIES
IN THE WORLD
Swedish Youth of Finland wants a pleasant workplace, with a fair pay, for everybody. We want an
economic policy which encourages sustainable growth, encourages small businesses and enterprising,
and leads to an increase in employment. A responsible economic policy enables us to finance education, healthcare, and other services both today and in the future.
The municipalities have a decisive role in the growth of businesses and the creation of jobs. Swedish
Youth of Finland wants Finland to have the most business-friendly municipalities in the world. We want
to see municipalities which invest in sustainable infrastructure and services. This encourages more
businesses to seek out Finland, and therefore increases the employment rate.
Everyone's knowledge and participation is needed for Finland to be internationally competitive. Economic equality has to be a starting point for all municipalities. Everyone should have equal opportunity
for career development. Students should not have to accept unpaid work, nor should they be punished
economically for working. To accept work should always be beneficial for the individual.
In the municipalities Swedish Youth of Finland wants to work for:
THAT the tax on work is not increased
THAT municipalities encourage their inhabitants to be entrepreneurial
THAT municipalities support the development of new products and services in order to increase the
competitiveness and sustainability of the municipality
THAT investments are supported, by not increasing the municipal property tax
THAT there is an implementation of local agreements, which complement the collective agreements
THAT municipalities encourage employment of youth and migrants, through work-tickets, for example
THAT all students get paid for internships
THAT no cuts are implemented in the area of youth-work
THAT there are increased efforts in preventative youth-work, as a method to decrease the unemployment amongst youth
THAT a “youth-reserve” in taxation is implemented
THAT every migrant’s right to a plan for integration is realised
THAT special efforts are made to integrate vulnerable groups, such as stay-at-home parents
THAT the municipalities are attractive to an international labourforce
THAT the needs assessment when offering employment to an international labourforce is eliminated
THAT municipalities encourage wellbeing at work through preventative measures, and by placing a
higher demand on the employer
THAT we invest in life-long learning, so that in-service training is a real alternative
THAT counseling services for young people are guaranteed enough financing, and that counseling
services are offered both in Finnish and Swedish in bilingual municipalities
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